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Abstract:

Disordered proteins are functional proteins that do not fold in a fixed 3D structure. The order/disorder prediction in protein sequences is an important task given the biological roles of disordered proteins. In the last
decade many computational based methods have been proposed for the disorder identification but currently
the most accurate strategies depend on the sequence alignment of large databases of proteins, making the
methods slow and hard to apply on proteome-wide analysis. In this paper is proposed an innovative approach
for linking the amino acid sequences with transition tendencies in their dihedral torsion angles. The aim is to
characterize the dynamical angle variations along the protein chain, as a way of measuring the flexibility of the
amino acids and its connection with the disorder state. The features are estimated from empirical propensities
computed from Ramachandran Plots. The classification is performed using structural learning in the form of
CRF (Conditional Random Fields). The performance is evaluated in terms of AUC (Area Under the ROC
Curve), and three suitable performance metrics for unbalanced classification problems. The results show that
the proposed method outperforms the most referenced alignment-free predictors and its performance is also
competitive with the slower and mature alignment-based methods.

1

INTRODUCTION

For many years it was thought that proteins had to
fold in a fixed 3D structure to accomplish their biological functions. When some experiments showed
the existence of proteins in a chaotic state, which remained without folding, they were initially considered as anomalies or errors in the experiment (DeForte and Uversky, 2016). But as these weird proteins
accumulated, they could no longer be ignored and the
paradigm of sequence → 3D structure → function,
had to be reevaluated for accepting that some proteins
are biologically relevant and must persist in a flexible
configuration (DeForte and Uversky, 2016).
These proteins are now called disordered proteins:
biologically active proteins, which do not have a specific 3D-structure under normal physiological conditions. When the complete protein remains without a fixed tertiary structure and persist in a flexible
state, the term intrinsically disordered protein (IDP)
is used. In contrast, when a protein is mostly struc-

tured but displays some regions of disorder, it is said
to have intrinsically disordered protein regions (IDPRs) (DeForte and Uversky, 2016). Prevalence of disorder in nature is global, all organism have IDPs or
IDPR, being estimated that 30% of eukaryotic proteins have long disordered regions (gretear than 30
residues) (Ward et al., 2004). This fact reinforces the
idea that IDPs are part of a clever mechanism for accomplishing complex functions that completely fold
proteins could not do.
The biological importance of IDPs is high, they
participate in essential celular processes such as
molecular regulation, transport and signaling. Additionally, they were found to be associated with human diseases including cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular affection, amyloidoses and neurodegenerative diseases (Uversky et al., 2008). Because of that, in recent
years the discovery and characterization of disordered
proteins has become in one of the fastest growing areas in protein science (He et al., 2009). Nevertheless, experimental determination of IDPs and IDPRs
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poses a costly and complex challenge, requiring both,
a lot of time and an extensive human expertise (He
et al., 2009). Computational methods have become
a valuable alternative to process the large amount of
proteins sequences available and infer their disorder
states. Although several predictors of IDPs have been
proposed in the past, there is still need of faster and
accurate methods for protein disorder identification
(Peng et al., 2015),(Varadi et al., 2015).
The use of Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA)
algorithms is the main distinguishing characteristic of the current computational methods for detecting disorder. Predictors using MSA, commonly apply several iterations of PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al.,
1990)(Altschul et al., 1997) for identifying proteins
homologues in known databases. This preliminar
phase, allows the creation of tuned Position Score
Matrices (PSSM). The PSSM can capture the statistical variations of every amino acid on targeted proteins, and are used as inputs for the disorder predictors, improving their performance in comparison
with the use of only the raw protein sequences. Although the sequence alignment can offer an advantage in the accuracy of the methods, it also imposes
a set of methodological and practical issues. One of
them is the computational cost, which becomes relevant when the method is used on large scale proteome
analysis (thousands to millions of proteins). A second and more relevant drawback, is the implicit assumption that the proteins under evaluation have homologous sequences into the used databases. Some
of the methods that take advantage of the MSA algorithms for identifying disorder include PONDR (Xue
et al., 2010), DISOPRED (Jones and Cozzetto, 2014),
NORSnet (Schlessinger et al., 2007) and SPINE-D
(Zhang et al., 2012).
In contrast, methods that avoid sequence alignment can reach more modest classification results on
known datasets, but can be applied comparatively
faster on huge databases of unlabeled proteins (DeForte and Uversky, 2016), and more importantly, they
do not make assumptions about the existence of homologues proteins.
Among the most used alignment-free methods for
protein disorder prediction are IUPRED and Espritz
(Dosztnyi et al., 2005), (Walsh et al., 2012). IUPRED
uses the amino acid pair interaction energy estimated
using only the amino acid compositions, to create matrices of potentials between amino acids. The authors concluded that when a sequence contains few
hydrophobic residues, the composition-based mutual
interaction energy will be small, indicating the lack
of potential for folding. In IUPRED the scoring matrices were adjusted using a Support Vector Machine

(SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and independent
models were created for short and long disorder regions. IUPRED is computationally fast and have
been used in proteome-wide analyses (Oates et al.,
2013) (Potenza et al., 2015). The systems that use
predictors ensembles (metapredictors) recurrently included IUPRED as a component (Bulashevska and
Eils, 2008) (Lieutaud et al., 2008), and in many
works where new predictors are proposed, IUPRED
is used as a baseline for comparison purposes (He
et al., 2009)(Deng et al., 2012). On the other hand,
Espritz is based on a Bidirectional Recursive Neural Network whose inputs are 5 scales obtained from
the clustering of AAindex properties (Kawashima and
Kanehisa, 2000), and a one-hot enconding vector of
length 20, which identify the amino acid being modeled/evaluated at a time. It means that, given an amino
acid, this property vector will have a value 1 for only
one position, and 0s for the 19 other positions. Espritz
is also a fast predictor used in similar scenarios than
IUPRED and therefore well suitable for performance
comparison.
A common strategy for improving the performance in disorder vs order classification, is to combine the outputs of several individual predictors, creating a metapredictor. This combination is often applied at the residue level where the probability outputs from different methods are fusioned into a new
classification phase. Examples of metapredictors are:
MetaPdDOS (Bulashevska and Eils, 2008), MFDp
(Mizianty et al., 2010), MeDor (Lieutaud et al., 2008)
and Metadisorder (MD) (Kozlowski and Bujnicki,
2012).
In spite of the multiple efforts for introducing
more elevorated classification strategies, the performance of disorder predictors still has room for improvement. A valid approach to increase the protein
disorder classification accuracy, is to create new features capable of extracting relevant information from
the sequence, that can be related to the folded or unfolded state of proteins. A promisory idea is to link
the protein sequence with the dihedral torsion angles of the amino acid chain. This could be relevant because these angles contain information about
restrictions, allowed values and tendencies associated
to the final structure of proteins (Hollingsworth and
Karplus, 2010). This idea was explored in (Baruah
et al., 2015), where the dihedral angles were used
with the aim of estimating the conformational entropy
of IDP, IDPR, and completely ordered proteins. The
proposed metric was found to be a potential measure for the discrimination of complete disordered vs
complete ordered proteins. In (Uribe et al., 2017) a
set of information theory measures derived from tor-
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sion angles extracted from Ramachandran plots (RP)
were also found to be relevant in the detection of IDP
and IDPR, when they were combined with other wellestablished features in the state of the art for disorder
prediction.
In this work, an innovative characterization that
links the inferred torsion angles dynamic along the
chain with the disorder state, is proposed. The
strategy uses the RP distributions for quantifying
the amino acid tendency to jump between conformational regions, transforming the idea proposed in
(Hollingsworth et al., 2012), in a practical tool for
characterizing proteins. The results will show that
using only the information from RPs, it is possible
to design a valuable feature extraction phase, which
once incorporated in a classifier, is able to achieve
similar performance metrics than MSA based methods, but with a methodology that can be efficiently
computed on millions of proteins. This characterization called the jumping Motifs, was used here for
the creation of a disorder predictor called jMotCRiF.
The proposed predictor was build using a structural
learning scheme based on Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) (Lafferty et al., 2001). CRFs are discriminative non-parametric models able to capture the correlation amongst neighboring labels in a sequence,
therefore they are well suitable for the annotation of
amino acids as ordered/disorder (Uribe et al., 2017).
CRFs were first used in the identification of disordered residues on (Wang and Sauer, 2008), but there
authors used a completely different characterization
based on conventional chemical properties.
The rest of the papers is organized as follows:
section 2 presents the characterization proposed and
describes the learning strategies. It also refers the
dataset used and the applied validation methodology.
Section 3 presents the results obtained and finally section 4 includes some conclusions extracted from the
work.

2
2.1

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Characterization

Proteins are linear chains of connected amino acids
that can have hundreds to thousands of elements.
Neighbor amino acids, in order to avoid atomic
clashes, must limit their possible configurations. In
the backbone structure of an amino acid, there are
mainly two angles of turn for every residue: the torsion angles known as φ and ψ. For illustrating this
Figure 1 shows a small stick and ball diagram of a
short subchain of amino acids where the torsion an40

gles are depicted. In this sense, the RPs are 2D representations of the variation of φ and ψ angles on known
proteins. The 20 amino acids have different preference in the φ and ψ space, because differences in
the three-dimensional structure of the residues, confer different ranges of flexibility. For example, the
residue in Glycine is just a single atom of hydrogen
giving the molecule the highest flexibility and the possibility of exploring the bigest φ and ψ space. In contrast, Proline has a backbone covalent link, that imposes strong rigidity on the molecule, reducing the
possible φ and ψ valid angles to minimum. Other
amino acids have intermediate constrains that allow
them to explore different zones in the RPs. Figure 2
shows the RPs of Proline and Glycine, along with two
other representative amino acids.
VAL

ALA

Φi Ψi

ASP

Φi

+1

GLY

Ψi

+1

Figure 1: Ball diagram of small subchain with residues
Valine (VAL), Alanine (ALa), Aspartic Acid (ASP) and
Glycine (GLY). Φ and ψ torsion angles are shown around α
carbons of ASP and GLY.

2.1.1

The Jumping Motifs

An ideal procedure for the identification of the protein
structure conformation, would take the amino acid
sequence and will predict the torsion angle dynamic
along the chain. Such method does not exists yet but
indirect measures related with this task, can be discerned using the amino acid propensities computed
from the thousands of known folded proteins.
In (Kalmankar et al., 2014), using proteins from
PDB (Berman et al., 2007), the authors constructed
amino acid propensities for 14 differentiated regions
on the RPs. Many of these zones have direct connection with the secondary structures found in folded
proteins but the sparsely populated zones, in apparently disallowed regions, are also considered. Overall
these propensities capture relevant torsion angle configurations and some preferences that amino acids follow, quantifying the tendency of sets of amino acids
to inhabit particular RP zones.
In Figure 3 the 14 zones are depicted, along with
some of the amino acids more frequently found inside
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Figure 2: Ramachandran Plots of some amino acids, Proline, Aspartic Acid, Tyrosine and Glycine. φ is along x-axis
and ψ is along y-axis.

Given a short protein sequence, is possible to inspect their residues and identify which of the RP regions are “activated” by the amino acids in consideration. This activation could also be quantified by
the propensities associated to the residues, in such
way that if many amino acids coincide in the activated
zone its activation intensity would be higher.
Although the resulting activation patterns could be
useful, it would be better to capture, not only the preferred regions by the sequence, but also its transition
preferences. That is to say, a quantification of the
dynamic change between the RPs regions, could be
of major interest, because of the fact that disordered
amino acids are presumably changing continuously
their torsion angles states, not resting in any particular spot for long but restlessly jumping between regions. In this way, for identifying the IDPs, an indirect measure about the jumping dynamic between
regions, would be useful for inferring the transition
preferences and quantify a disorder tendency much
better.
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these regions. Region number 8 is the most crowded
zone with around 40% of the amino acids analyzed,
inhabiting there. The primarily reason for this, is that
the most common secondary structure, the α helix,
belongs to this region. Zones 1, 2 and 9 together,
contribute with another 40% of the observations. In
region 1, resides the β sheet, the second most common secondary structure. Poliproline II is in region
number 2 and the inverted α helix is in region 11.
A remarkable contribution of the division made by
(Kalmankar et al., 2014), is that poor favored regions
are also included. For example region 12 contains the
less common structure called γ turn; inverted γ turns
are in region 5 and the type II β turns are in zone number 13. To consider the low inhabited regions, allows
to capture a more complete dynamic characterization,
covering the entire set of possible torsion angle configurations.
As stated before, amino acids have different tendencies to inhabit the RP regions. Propensities of
some of the residues are depicted in Figure 3. This
preferences are not deterministic, instead must be
treated as stochastic in nature, showing only the statistically most common states. It is also true, that some
amino acids are rarely found in certain regions and
its appearance constitute a unexpected event. These
complementary and opposed dispositions, are concretely quantified in Table 1, where the tendencies of
some amino acids to reside in the different regions
and the tendencies of some of them for avoiding the
zones, are specified numerically.
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Figure 3: Diagram showing the 14 regions dividing the RP
as proposed by (Kalmankar et al., 2014). Also some amino
acid propensity intensities for inhabiting the RP regions are
depicted.

Using groups of four amino acids taken from curated proteins from PDB, (Hollingsworth et al., 2012)
explored the existence of recurrent transition patterns
in the RPs. They found 101 significant transitions
between close φ and ψ angles, that represent nearby
configurations visited for many groups of consecutive amino acids. They called these sets (φ, ψ)2 Motifs. Figure 4 shows the relevant transitions found by
(Hollingsworth et al., 2012). Although the massive
regions contain the majority of jumps, some of the
motifs are also near to poorly inhabited regions. Unfortunately the authors reported that the link between
these motifs and the amino acid sequences, was not
strong enough for identifying direct mapping rules,
making difficult to use the (φ, ψ)2 Motifs, as a char41
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Table 1: Amino acid propensities for inhabiting the 14
zones of the RP as proposed by Kalmankar. Table was
adapted from (Kalmankar et al., 2014). The φ and ψ coordinates ranges are delimiting the zones. Columns 4 and
5 list the high and low propensities of the amino acids for
inhabiting every region.
Region
1
2
3
4
5
5A
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

φ
-160 to -90
-90 to -30
-180 to -160
-180 to -130
-130 to -80
-120 to -90
-150 to -60
-150 to -90
-90 to -30
-180 to -50
30 to 90
30 to 90
60 to 100
40 to 80

ψ
90 to 160
90 to 160
90 to 160
30 to 90
30 to 90
40 to 80
0 to 30
-70 to 0
-70 to 0
-180 to -160 y
160 to 180
50 to 100
-10 to 50
-80 to -20
-170 to -100

High Prop.
V,I,F,Y = 1.3
P = 3.4
S,A,H =1.8
N,C,H,D = 2.0
N,H,D = 1.7
N,H,D = 2.2
N,D = 2.2
T,H = 1.4
A,E = 1.3
S,T = 2.2

Low Prop.
P = 0.02

N,D = 2.4
N,D,H = 2.0
H,Y,R = 1.6
S,N,D = 1.9

I,V,L,T = 0.3
I,V,T = 0.2
A,L,C = 0.6
I,V,T = 0.1

P,V,L,I = 0.4
P,I,V,L = 0.4
I,V, = 0.5
P,V,T = 0.4
P,I,V = 0.5
P,A = 0.5
L,I = 0.5
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acterization tool for proteins. Therefore, a strategy for
transforming direct amino acid sequences to jumps on
the RP plane, is still missing.

every subsequence is represented by the intensities of
the activated (φ, ψ)2 Motifs, times the propensity of
the subchain for inhabiting the activated region. By
this simple procedure, every protein can be mapped to
202 (101 initial plus 101 final) sparse characteristics,
each of them associated to a corresponding (φ, ψ)2
Motif. We called this strategy, the Jumping Motifs
(jMotifs). The jMotifs characterization is a sparse
representation of every protein sequence, that is indirectly capturing the dynamic torsion angle propensities along the chain. As an example, Figure 5 is the
representation of a protein, using the jumping Motifs.
In the figure the real state of disorder is signaled
with the black line, when the line is in a high level the
corresponding amino acids are disordered. Is possible to observe that the disordered regions in this protein have distinctive activation patterns on the jMotifs
profile. Concretely the first and second disordered regions have a high intensity variation for many jMotifs
when compared with the ordered zones. The pattern
transition is also discernible on the third peak where
the disorder ed zone induces a sustained variation on
the jMotifs intensities. Although these patterns are
not visual identifiable for all the disordered regions in
all the proteins, it will be shown that the jMotifs characterization capture statistically, the transition preferences in the sequences, allowing the identification of
IDPRs.
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Figure 4: Graphical representation of the 101 motifs
(φ, ψ)2 , over the 14 analyzed regions of the RPs. The width
and color of every line, represents the intensity of every motif. For those motifs with their coordinates lying outside of
the considered regions, the closest zone was selected. Although not all regions are inhabited with the same density,
all of them have been assigned at least one motif.

The amino acid propensities found by (Kalmankar
et al., 2014) and the trajectories implicit in the (φ, ψ)2
Motifs, can be combined for creating a new protein
characterization, capable of representing indirectly,
the structural transition propensities.
The procedure combines the information present
in the amino acid tendencies for region occupancy
(Table 1), with the initial and final coordinates of the
(φ, ψ)2 Motifs. Concretely the proteins are taken in
overlapping subsequences of 3 to 5 amino acids. Every subsequence has a propensity for inhabit different RP regions and these zones are then “activated”.
Then, every activated region, could be the initial or
final target of different (φ, ψ)2 Motifs. In this way
42

Structural learning methods are able to model different statistical dependences among elements on a sequence. This is the case of the probabilistic models
known as Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), which
are able to segment and label sequence data (Lafferty
et al., 2001). The CRFs have several advantages in
comparison to more classical models for sequence
classification such as hidden Markov models. CRFs
belong to the class of discriminative models, so they
model directly the conditional distribution of the labels given the input variables, which is more suitable
for classification purposes. Eq. 1 shows the conditional probability of any particular label y given an
example x used by CRFs. The component Fj (x, y)
is called a feature function. Intuitively, each feature
function is a specific measure of the compatibility of
the observation x and the label y. Every Fj (·, ·) function measures a different type of compatibility. The
weighting parameter w j , quantifies the influence of
its corresponding feature function in relation with the
other ones. When w j > 0, a positive value for the
feature function makes y more likely as the true label
of x. When w j < 0, a positive values of the function
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Figure 5: Jumping Motifs Profile representing protein DP0054 of Disprot. At the top is the activation pattern of initial jMotifs
and below the corresponding activation of final jMotifs. Every jMotif value is along the vertical axis while the amino acid
sequence is along the horizontal axis. Activation intensity is high on the yellow zones and low on the red spots. For this
protein its disorder state is known and is signaled with the black line.

makes y less likely as true label for x. If w j = 0 then
the feature function is irrelevant as a predictor of y.
The feature functions are defined in advance by the
designer, while weights are learned by the training algorithm. The denominator Z(x, w) in Eq. 1 is a normalizing factor that constraints the values to the range
[0, 1].
exp ∑Jj=1 w j Fj (x, y)

(1)
Z(x, w)
In the case of a linear chain CRF, the feature functions must link maximum two labels, while x could
represent any value in the sequence. The Figure 6 depicts graphically a linear chain CRF. The convex loss
function used for finding the parameters w j , is showed
in Eq. 2. It corresponds to the logarithm of the conditional likelihood associated with Eq. 1. Some advantages of the linear chain CRF, is that convergence to
the global optimum is guaranteed, and efficient training algorithms do already exist (Lafferty et al., 2001).
P(y|x; w) =

LCL(x, y; w) = Fj (x, y) − ∑ Fj (x, y )p(y |x; w) (2)
0

y

2.3

0

0

Feature Selection

Feature selection can be done independently of the
classification method or can be adjusted to the par-

Figure 6: The graphical structure of the linear chain CRF.
The variable yt represents the label in every sequence timestep. The entire sequence characteristics (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) are
represented in a single node X.

ticular classifier. In this case, we use the regularization parameter of the CRF objective function for
finding a representative subset of characteristics. The
regularization is a strategy for improving model performance, where the objective function that is maximized during the training phase, is modified for finding fewer or smaller parameters avoiding over-fitting.
It works through the addition of a penalty term, which
castigates the selection of big or abundant parameters.
In the case of CRF, parameters are usually found
by maximizing the log-likelihood function. For example, by adding a penalty term based on the L2 norm,
the objective function takes the form showed in Eq. 3.
max LCL(x, y; w) − λwT w

(3)

max LCL(x, y; w) − λ ∑ |wi |

(4)

w

w

i
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In Eq. 3, the parameter λ controls the degree of
the penalty over the likelihood function: parameters
with high magnitude will lead to a higher L2 norm,
reducing the objective function value. Use of the L2norm keeps the objective function convex and differentiable, and hence the effort to train a CRF with or
without L2 regularization, is in computationally cost,
very similar. In general, using L2 regularization, the
training procedure will find parameters with reduced
magnitude compared with the function without the
regularization.
A complimentary regularization technique uses
the L1-norm over the parameters. In Eq. 4 the L1
penalty applied over the CRF likelihood function is
shown. In this case, the final model will have many
parameters with exactly zero value, producing simple
and sparse models. L1 regularization applies penalties proportional to parameters magnitude, and although objective function in CRF remains convex, it
is no longer differentiable. This complicates somehow the training phase when gradient methods are
used (Tsuruoka et al., 2009). The procedure for feature selection using L1 regularization on CRFs models is similar to the well known LASSO regression
(Tibshirani, 1996). A regularization path is reconstructed using different values of λ in the regularization term. The regularization path allows the informed selection of a given set of characteristics, according to the performance reached. For avoiding
over fitting and finding the appropriate characteristics,
the regularization path must be found on different partitions of the data. That is, a hold out set is required
for allowing correct validation of the characteristics
found. Concretely the algorithm used for finding the
selected features was:
Feature Selection on CRF using L1-norm:
1. Partition of dataset in Train, Test and Validation subsets
2. Find λ0 , the value of L1 regularization parameter that excludes all the properties
3. While some weight = 0
3.1. Decrease λ (this allows to include properties progressively)
3.2. Train CRF using the Train set and applying L1 regularization with λ parameter
3.3. Test the CRF using the test set
3.4. Compute performance metrics for Test
and Train samples
3.5. End while
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4. Find best λ considering metrics on Test samples
5. Select only the features present when using
best Lambda on test samples
6. Train CRF model using Train + Test samples
with the features selected, and L2 Regularization
7. Test CRF using Validation samples if available
2.3.1

Properties Selected

The procedure using the regularization path for selecting the best model characteristics, was implemented
on the 202 jMotifs. Initially, using a shallow training
(12 iterations), the value of parameter λ that excluded
all the properties was explored. This was called λ0 ,
and found to be the value 105.3 . Later, exploring
λ from 10−1 to λ0 , regularizations paths were computed. Figure 7 shows the AUC performance, the
magnitude of weights and the number of variables included as λ parameter varies in a logarithm progression. The point where AUC performance in training
samples reaches a plateau, is selected as the optimal
point for variable inclusion. Thus, 37 of the original
202 properties were included.
AUC
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Figure 7: Regularization path with jMotif properties. AUC
metric on training and testing samples is on the left. In the
point where log(λ) = 2.4, are required only 37 characteristics, as can be see in the right plot, with these properties
subset is enough for reaching a good performance.

Positions of the selected jMotifs appear on Figure 8. We can see that many of the 14 RPs zones are
represented for the selected jMotifs. There are four
jMotifs that conserved its initial and final points, these
were ββ.1, PP.1, Pδ.1 and Pδ.2. Transitions in region
β and P, have the same zone as origin and destination,
it means they represent amino acids that preserve their
torsional configurations in the jump. In Figure 8 the
transitions given by jumps from P to δ0 and δ0 to P0 ,
are represented using arrows. It is quite notorious that
symmetrical jumps, are marked as important for the
identification of disorder. Additionally P0 is a low inhabited region, and nevertheless it is identified as relevant for the recognition of disordered amino acids.
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a)

b)

ψ

φ

φ

Figure 8: a) RP coordinates of initial (blue) and final (black) selected jMotifs with asymmetrical components. Important areas
of the RPs are covered by the selected jMotifs, even some low inhabited regions are represented. b) For some jMotifs, both
components were selected, and final and initial coordinates are shown. Two of these transitions involves jumps in the same
area.

3

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

For the sake of comparison, the proposed characterization methods were evaluated on a target data
set and their result were compared with sequence
based predictors and also with MSA based methods.
The CRF models were implemented using the library
HCRF2.0b ((Morency, 2015)).

3.1

Data Sets

For training our predictor, we used the 3000 sequences in the database DM3000, prepared in (Zhang
et al., 2012). This dataset mainly contains proteins
took from PDB and selected with the following criteria: a resolution less than 2 amstrongs, a size bigger than 60 residues and having X-ray structures with
missing electron densities for groups of amino acids,
which are assumed to be in disorder.
Later, the proposed predictor was evaluated on the
SL329 Data set, which was prepared in (Zhang et al.,
2012). The referenced authors created the database
selecting proteins with sequence homology less than
(25%) from the SL benchmark data set. The SL data
set (Sirota et al., 2010) is a subset of Disprot, the
most referenced and commonly used database (Sickmeier et al., 2007). SL329 contains 329 proteins
with 51.292 ordered residues and 39.544 disordered
residues.

3.2 Model Validation
The selection of model parameters was carried out
using a 10-fold cross-validation strategy on training samples. In general data sets can include
some level of imbalance between ordered and disordered proteins, then some metrics able to quantify the performance in such scenarios were included.
The set of metrics used includes: AUC, Sensitivity, Specificity, BACC and MCC. AUC refers to the
area under the ROC curve, being disorder the positive class. MCC is the Matthews correlation coefficient, which according to (Baldi et al., 2000) is
an appropriate measure of performance for unbalanced data sets. MCC can be estimated as MCC =
T P·T N−FP·FN
√
, where TP de(T P+FP)·(T P+FN)·(T N+FP)·(T N+FN)

notes True Positive, TN stands for True Negative, FP
is False Positive and FN is False Negative.
On the other hand, BACC is the balanced accuracy
which can be expressed as
BACC =

Sensi + Speci
2

(5)

where Sensi = T P/(T P + FN), and Speci =
T N/(T N + FP) are the sensitivity and the specificity
respectively.

3.3 Results
Table 2 shows evaluation results on benchmark SL329
data set. Performance of compared methods were
took from (Faraggi et al., 2012). Is possible to observe
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that the method SPINE-D, who is using sequence
alignment, obtained the best performance on this
data set. The proposed jMotCRiF method achieved
the second best performance, surpassing many MSA
methods in the state-of-art. Even metapredictors as
MFdp and MD, are doing comparatively worse on this
data set than jMotCRiF. Considering that jMotCRiF
is using only information from the RPs, this performance is quite impressive. We can also observe
that all the free alignment methods were surpassed.
For example jMotCRif gets an AUC 4.5% bigger
than commonly referenced IUPRED. Espritz showed
a good performance compared with many MSAbased methods, but its metrics did not surpassed the
metapredictors or jMotCRiF. In terms of MCC and
AUC, jMotCRiF outperforms Espritz in about 2.5%
and 1.6% respectively, considering relative differences. jMotCRiF outperforms some of the state-ofart MSA-based methods, with a considerably margin,
for example MCC metric of jMotCRiF is 63% higher
that the same value in PONDR.
The performance of SPINE-D is better, although
pretty close to the one obtained by jMotCRiF. This
result could be explained due to the fact that SPINED corresponds to an adaptation of a secondary structure predictor, which was based on the prediction of
torsion angles from sequence profiles (Faraggi et al.,
2012). jMotCRiF is also using information of torsion
angles, but applying a more simple strategy which
is based only in the protein sequence, without using MSA algorithms and the collection of properties that SPINE-D requires, as the prediction of secondary structure, complexity, amino acid composition, physic-chemical characteristics, etc.
Table 2: Performance comparison among disorder identification methods on SL329 data set. jMotCRiF reaches the
second place in AUC value, even without using MSA algorithms.
METHOD
SPINE-D
jMotCRiF
MFDp
MD
Espritz
Disopred
PONDR
IUPRED
NORSnet
PONDR
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AUC
0,886
0,877
0,873
0,864
0,863
0,858
0,843
0,839
0,815
0,755

SEN
0,780
0,804
0,880
0,660
0,728
0,690
0,610
0,758
0,540
0,590

SPE
0,850
0,824
0,620
0,890
0,868
0,900
0,910
0,598
0,920
0,780

MCC
0,630
0,621
0,510
0,580
0,606
0,590
0,550
0,504
0,510
0,380

TYPE
MSA
FREE
MSA
MSA
FREE
MSA
MSA
FREE
MSA
MSA

DISCUSSION AND
CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new methodology for characterizing
protein sequences that rely exclusively in the occu46

pation propensities on the Ramachandran plots was
described. The strategy aims to capture, at least indirectly, the dynamic variations of the torsional angles in the amino acid chains, for creating suitable numerical descriptors that can be linked with the amino
acid disorder state. Using this fast characterization, a
classification based on structured classifiers was explored and tuned. The obtained predictor, jMotCRiF,
is a fast and alignment-free tool for disorder identification, that is capable of achieving high performance
when compared with the state-of-art methods.
Even though jMotCRiF could be use as stand
alone predictor, the results obtained show that there
is still an improvement margin to be reached. An alternative for attaining a better performance, could be
the combination of jMotCRiF with other complementary features available in the state of the art, or with
current high potential classification techniques such
as different deep learning architectures. In the past,
we proposed a predictor, CRF InfoThor (Uribe et al.,
2017), also inspired in the dynamics hidden on the
RPs, which also reached a good performance in the
identification of disordered regions, although it was
based on more complex descriptors. Either in combination with that predictor or with some of the classifiers in the state-of-art, jMotCRiF has the potential for
obtaining a high performance and contribute with the
correct labeling of IDPRs. Additional experiments
for validating such progress must be done on bigger
datasets and with the inclusion of the different disorder predictors for achieving an appropriate comparison.
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